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1.Shanghai is a magnificent city whose culture changes almost before your very eyes. The City
The Bund (Zhongshan Road) has remained virtually unchanged and is instantly recognised as one

There are various temples and gardens within Shanghai, some of them in the past were left unat
Like Any major city, Shanghai has a very impressive sky line. One of the buildings which is a

In my opinion Shanghai should be totally avoided in the Chinese New Year; as the city comes to

Summer is obviously the peak season and it can become hot and humid. September to November is
2. Beijing is the capital city of China. The city has fantastic historical places of interest
There is also the beautiful Temple of Heaven, the Summer Palace where the Emperor would escape
Another major attraction is the Ming tombs and of course the Badling Wall (Great Wall) which i
3. This ancient city Xian, is surrounded by the city wall in this area there are 4 main attrac

Goose Pagoda, a fantastic example of stunning architecture and a definite must see.
The temples in Xian are Buddhist and Taoism temples.
If you are more of a scenic lover then the Huashan mountain is the place for you. It is one of

Of course you cannot go to China without visiting the Terracotta Warriors and Horses. The pure

4. Guilin was a personal favourite for me, from the moment I stepped out of the airport, it wa
All of the traditional landscape Chinese paintings that I have seen must have been inspired by

5 Hong Kong. Aberdeen, is one of Hong Kong Island’s main attractions. It is interesting to see

Ocean Park is like an upgrade of many Sealife centres. There is plenty for the whole family to

Stanley is more a place for the woman with it´s bustling shops and markets, a perfect place fo
By far the best beach in Hong Kong is at Repulse Bay but be warned it can get pretty hectic at
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